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Description 2024 Palomino Columbus 329DV, Palomino Columbus fifth wheel 329DV
highlights: King Bed Slide Dual Sink Vanity Kitchen Island Split Tri-Fold Sofa Two
Power Awnings Experience a true home away from home in this fifth wheel! With
a rear living area featuring an entertainment center with a fireplace and 50" TV
with JBL sound system, a 88" split tri-fold sofa, and a 65" power theater seating,
you can be sure to have a relaxing evening. The kitchen island makes meal
prepping easier and the four burner Insignia cooktop lets you cook more at one
time. Once your meal is ready, head to the table and chairs to enjoy it there then
maybe play a card game or two. The full bathroom not only has a large signature
spa shower with a a teak flip up seat, a linen area, and a closet, but also a dual
sink vanity for two to get ready at once. You will feel right at home in the front
private bedroom with the king bed slide across from the dresser with a 32" TV,
and a front wardrobe with mirrored sliding doors which is also prepped to add an
optional washer and dryer! Experience a different camping life with residential
furnishings and high end features in each one of these Palomino Columbus fifth
wheels! The 101" wide body lets you walk around more throughout and the all-
welded aluminum-frame superstructure has a snap-in ceiling molding to hold up
through every adventure. Don't leave any of your gear behind either when you can
easily store it in the climate controlled drop frame storage area. On the exterior,
you'll find a heated utility convenience center, an outside shower to keep the dirt
outside where it belongs, and magnetic compartment door holds to keep them
from falling on you as you grab your items. Plus, there are some modern features
that will really seal the deal like the Wi-Fi Booster with 4G LTE capability, upgraded
true solid-surface countertops, power theater seating with USB charging, and the
preparations for 200W solar panels, plus more.
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: CL014382
VIN Number: 4X4FCMJ22R6014382
Condition: New
Length: 37
GVW: 14962
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3

Item address Payson, Utah, United States
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